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Q1.Fill in the blanks with appropriate personal pronouns: 

1. __________ enjoyed the circus very much. 

2. Ram gave ________ a present. 

3. It gives ________ great pleasure to receive this award. 

4. _______ are the only friends ______ have. 

5. ________ and _______ are brother and sister. 

6. The girls were punished because ______ were disobedient. 

7. _____ will give this book if _____ returns my pencil. 

8. Mother makes breakfast for ______ every morning. 

9. _______ refused to tell _____ who the robber is. 

10. The story was so strange that ______ could not believe _____. 

 

Q2. Colour the verbs (action words) that go with the nouns (naming words). 

 NOUNS 

(naming 

words) 

VERBS 

(action words) 

1. child Skip Eat Fly Kick 

2. snake Glide Read Quack Hiss 

3. fish Swim Eat Breathe Growl 

4. chicken Eat sing  Write Scratch 

5. man Talk Run Bark Roar 
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Q3. Rekha, Rani, Gopal and Raju, along with Aziz and Shenaz, went     

        to the zoo.  Can you complete the following account of what they    

        saw, using the verbs given below? 

 

Rekha, Shenaz and Rani are at the chimpanzee’s cage. The chimpanzee is 

____________________ a balloon and the children are 

_______________________ towards the kangaroo enclosure. They can see many 

kangaroos_________________________ about with baby kangaroos in their 

pouches. Raju is interested in the giraffe. The giraffe is _____________________ 

its neck to reach a branch. All the children are now around the cages which have 

the birds in them. They can hear a lot of __________________. They move 

towards the tiger enclosure. The cubs are ______________________ with their 

mother. What an active family! Aziz loves the otters. He sees the baby 

otters____________________. They are so wet. Shenaz and Rekha see a tortoise 

____________________ towards them. It won’t harm them. There is a small fence 

to keep it off the path.  
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